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Gerber 06 manual combat folder review

Image not available forColor: Sorry, this item is not available in Image not available To view this video download Flash Player Manual combat folder 06, fine edge is a knife that is designed for everyday use. This highly functional utility blade gets the job done well the first time. Both in combat and in other
essential tasks of the mission, soldiers can count on the superior quality and functionality that this knife offers. The unique plunge lock design is easy to use when wearing gloves and provides an additional safety measure while keeping your fingers clear from the blade as it closes. Features:
Specifications: Plunge lock keeps your fingers out of the blade path when you close the Reversible Pommel- Striking pocket clip for defense or exithard Anodized Aluminum Handle Fine Edge Drop Point Tactical Blade CPM S30V High Carbon Stainless Steel Blade For superior edge retention made in the
U.S.A. Blade Length: 3,625 in. Open length: 8,625 in. Closed length: 5.0 in. Weight: 6.72 oz. Open Assisted Specifications No Blade Edge Black Color Partially Serrated/ComboEdge Blade Length 3,625 Blade Material Stainless Steel (CPM-S30V) Closed Length 5.0 Handle Color Black Handle Aluminum
Material Knife Type Fold Knife Weight 6.7 Plunge Block Type Block Pocket Clip Included Yes Drop Point Sheath Included No Total Length 8,625 In 1939 Joseph Gerber hired a local knife manufacturer to build 25 sets of kitchen cutlery to give as Christmas gifts. Knives were so popular that Joseph
Gerber left his advertising agency to start Gerber Legendary Blades®. The unique style and high-quality production of Gerber cutlery soon developed wide acclaim. In fact, Gerber Legendary Blades are the only cutlery on display in the famous Museum of Modern Art in New York.From the beginning,
Gerber collaborated with top knife designers, setting a quality standard for everyone else to follow. Famous designers such as Al Mar, Bob Loveless, Paul Poehlmann, Blackie Collins, William Harsey Jr. and Ernest Emerson have all designed knives for Gerber. In 2002 this tradition continued when Gerber
released the Silver Trident?, designed by Chief James Patches Watson (U.S.N. Ret.) and Bill Harsey Jr.Today, Gerber continues to design and produce unique, high-quality outdoor recreational products. In 2003 we are proud to present the next generation of multi-instruments: the Recoil ? Self-Plier.
Constantly using new technologies and innovative design to develop new products, Gerber continues to be an industry leader. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. Cookies based on web browsers allow us to customize the site for you, save the items in your cart and provide you with a great experience when
when when OpticsPlanet. Your privacy is important to us and all personal information you provide to us and your personal data is kept strictly confidential. If you cannot enable cookies in your browser, please contact us - we are always here to help you! JavaScript is blocked by AdBlocker or ScriptBlocker

Sorry – it seems that some elements of OpticsPlanet are disabled by your AdBlocker. Unfortunately we are unable to offer our excellent shopping experience without JavaScript. Please add opticsplanet.com and to the whitelist, or deactivate AdBlocker for this site (please note that we have no annoying
advertising on this site). Thank you! I preface this review stating that I don't normally like Gerber knives. That said, this knife expresses the best aspects of Gerber society, and shows what Gerber can do when trying to make a healthy product in the United States. The 06 Manual Combat Folder, which I'm
going to refer to as the 06 was based on an automatic knife that Gerber supplies to the military and some law enforcement. Despite what he might say about credentials on the Gerber site, this knife is 100% civil legal in most areas. Speaking of the 06 itself, this knife was made to take a beating. The
aluminum handles are really thick and the steel linings are not thin. While I would have preferred a more grip-friendly material like G10, the design of this knife is very comfortable. For a large knife (blade 3,625 inches) this knife handles daily cutting chores well. The mechanism is completely ambidextrous
and the black pocket clip can be rearranged for transport to the left and right tips. My 06 came with a factory-passable edge, and I don't expect any trouble putting a razor edge on this S30V blade. This knife also has a window switch, which could be used to save your life or someone else. The only thing I
don't like about this knife is that the aluminum handle panels will move slightly when pressed, and they can't be tightened down. In conclusion, Gerber should make more knives like this, and make them in the United States. I actually feel like I'm going... Find out more... Pros: USA-Made Strong Lock
Premium Steel Made to be used hard Cons: Best Used for: Rescue Outdoor use Farm work Industrial chores Recommended: Yes 1 of 1 found the following review useful. Was it useful to you? Yes. No, you said this review wasn't helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Report sharing abuse
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